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Clover Connection 
By: Kate Marshall 
       Extension 4-H Agent 

Coffee and Cows 
 

 My past co-worker and I had a mutual appreciation of many things, but two of them just 
happened to be coffee and cows.  When I first arrived in Henderson County, Rick helped me get 
acclimated with the area and with Texas A&M AgriLife Extension.  I had worked in Nebraska 
Extension for 5 years prior to my decision to leave the cold and snow of Nebraska winters 
behind. 
 Rick took me along on road trips to livestock shows and site visits.  If it was a long haul, 
we usually had to stop and get coffee.  It was on one of those trips, I got introduced to Buc-ee 
and learned about all of the wares you can find inside his doors. I’ve been in a travel plaza or two 
in my life, but it is safe to say I’d never been in one quite like this. 
 I was raised on a farm.  We had a small herd of cows and enough corn fields and alfalfa 
pastures to grow the nutrition they needed.  Even though I was in the 4-H program and had 
livestock, I never showed cattle.  I guess maybe sheep were more my size (even though I got 
trampled over by them a time or two).  
 I’d been on the job a couple of weeks when I found myself in front of a steer in a trim 
chute.  Rick handed me the clippers.  I grabbed them and started where he left off.  Looking 
back, I think maybe it was a test to see if this Nebraska gal knew her way around slick shearing a 
show animal. After clipping for a while we took a break.  It was a chilly day in February and a 
little coffee was in order to get warmed up.     
 I’m sitting at my desk this morning, sipping my coffee as I take care of some tasks in 
preparation for upcoming 4-H workshops next week.  I used to sit on a barstool at the kitchen 
counter when I was young and help my mom roll out pie crust and sample the apples she would 
peel for her Granny Smith apple pie.   
 Last night I made a “practice” pie for my foods and nutrition workshop.  It was pretty 
common when we were fully staffed in our office that we’d bring goodies to share.  I have no 
doubt that if Rick were here, he’d have grabbed a piece and found some coffee to go along with 
it.  And after that, the odds might be pretty good he’d say “Kate, do you want to go look at a 
steer?” And I would have happily tagged along.   
 
Kate Marshall is the Henderson County Extension Agent – 4-H & Youth Development for Texas A&M 
AgriLife Extension Service.  Contact her at: kate.pittack@ag.tamu.edu & visit our webpage at 
http://henderson.agrilife.org 
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